Where does security operations fit in your business?
Understanding where security operations fits (or doesn’t) in your business is a key part of any security strategy.
Whether you’ve got a team of one, a team of 10 or a team of none here’s our take on how Expel can help.
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Decide what to protect
CISO
Decide where to invest to
reduce risk most efficiently

Business Owners
Make the call on what
risks matter most

Cost vs. Risk

Set up and run the tech
Keep the products running and make them run better
Security
Engineers

IT System
Administrators

Your existing investments

SIEM
Is this alert really bad? Why?
Do I need to escalate?

Cloud

Network
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Endpoint
How bad is it? What’s the
risk and impact? How do
I resolve it?

Monitor and respond to threats

Tier 1 Analytics
Event distillation
Correlation
Enrichment w/intel

Tier 2 Analytics

Security Operations

Add business context
Investigate who/what/when/where
Risk and impact assessment
Response approach

The core mission of security operations is to run the
business so that it mitigates the risks you’ve identified.
Don’t know what those risks are? Return to step #1.

Proactive
threat hunting

Resilience
roadmap

If the most advanced
attackers are a risk that
matters to you, you may
need to proactively
hunt for them

Short-term:
Remediation actions

Long-term:
Resilience actions

Re-image machine
Block IP
Patch an application
Others…

Block all macros
Disable Windows scripts
Tune detection device
Others…
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You should maintain
a prioritized list of
actions that will help
you improve your
security posture

Remediate threats
Security
Engineers

IT System
Administrators

Resolve threats by acting on short- and long-term
recommendations from security operations

Measure results
CISO

Speed
Time to detect
Time to respond
Time to resolve

Risk

# of incidents
Data loss
Reputation impact

Cost
Cost of response
Reduced fines
Employee downtime

Want to dive into the details? Check us out at expel.io
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Owners

